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Abstract

Based on the characteristics of data storage structure of HBase, and under the guidance of the storage optimization
strategy, an efficient real-time storage model is designed. The real-time flow of data, which has fast storage in the
cluster database, will satisfy the user’s multiple needs of the data storage performance. Extenics primitives are used to
integrate heterogeneous data-sets stored in the HBase database, cross-regional wireless sensor network data, and global
data storage management catalogs for a double layer distributed storage architecture to improve storage and access
efficiency. Under the circumstances that the storage space is insufficient or the storage space of the cluster text system
is too massive, the HBase database cluster dynamic updating and optimizing the database space are also the research
direction of this paper. Finally, the article carries on the experiment and concludes the appraisal through simulation.
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1 Introduction
With the development of Internet of Things in China,
there are problems of a large amount of information in in-
formation technology, and as the information storage of
the end Internet of Things, wireless sensor network
spreads more widely in a larger scale and sends greater
amount of information [1, 2]. The accumulation of time
and the increasing amount of data storage will lead to low
database performance, and the system cannot be within a
reasonable time to meet the needs of the users. Therefore,
according to the actual needs of the database, choosing
the appropriate way to improve storage for the users and
retrieval efficiency becomes more important. With the
existing database based on relationship and object model,
the storage of complicated data can be solved, but the cost
of storage and system consumption are large [3, 4]. Wire-
less sensor network has high real-time requirements for
data analysis, but in practical application, many deploy-
ment wireless sensor networks will lead to the current
processing of sensor data [5, 6]. Therefore, the regional
storage cluster needs to be built. Every region has its own

storage cluster of data, and the global data memory should
be built to save the information of every region.
In this paper, under the guidance of the storage

optimization strategy, we design an efficient real-time stor-
age model—the real-time flow of data, which will be
quickly stored in the cluster database to satisfy the multiple
needs of the users who require data storage performance.
In addition, the historical stream data stored in the text
form will be migrated to the HBase cluster database in
high efficiency and high stability. When the storage space
is insufficient or the storage space of the text system of the
cluster is too massive, efficient and simple dynamic updat-
ing of the HBase database cluster will help optimize the
database space usage and it is discussed in this paper.

2 Wireless sensor networks
The data storage of wireless sensor network is divided
into internal data storage and external application data
storage, and the wireless network is made by sensors
and sink nodes [7, 8]. Through the wireless network
communication, a large number of sensor nodes will be
deployed within or near a monitoring area and a net-
work can be constituted by self-organization [9, 10].
Wireless sensor network accumulates data collected by
sensors through gathering nodes, which will realize the
interaction between data and application through gate-
way [11, 12]. At the same time, wireless sensor network
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has a scale and its deployment is intensive. Thousands
of sensor nodes are deployed within a wider monitoring
area, so as to get a large amount of information, and
thousands of sensor nodes are deployed within a nar-
rower monitoring area, so as to get accurate data.

3 Storage solutions
Extenics argues that any material things and relationships
in the objective world can be expressed by primitive
formalization. Computers can get smarter after dealing
with the contradiction between primitive extenics, and
solving primitive data storage is of top priority to realize
intelligence.

3.1 Distributed caching system
The cache entry of the distributed cache system exists in
the form of <key, value>. Its structure is shown in Fig. 1.
It uses the caching technique of memory cache query in
order to temporarily store the results obtained from the
database memory for the first time.
When the user requests the same memory, it can directly

read the database for users to re-use, both reducing the re-
quest time and enhancing the efficiency of the system.

3.2 Distributed file system
Hadoop distributed file system is suitable for large-scale
data sets, it can provide high-throughput data access and
high fault tolerance, and it can be deployed in low-cost
hardware features. Hadoop is a master-slave structure,
comprised of the structure of the management system by
the namespace, file-to-file mapping, and file-to-data node

mapping. This three-part metadata information consists
of a name node and a data node responsible for reading
and writing data blocks. This structure is shown in Fig. 2.

3.3 Primitive HBase database storage
Extenics argues that any material things and relationships
in the objective world can be expressed by using primitive
formalization. Computers can get smarter after dealing
with the contradiction between primitive extenics, and
solving primitive data storage is of top priority to realize
intelligence.
Definition: set U = {U1,U2⋯Un} is defined as the re-

search object collection (including the collection of mate-
rials, things, and relationship), set O = {O1,O2⋯Om} is
defined as the characteristic collection of research object,
the value is Vaij of object Ui about characteristic Oj, in
which the value range of i j is i = 1, 2, 3⋯ n; j = 1, 2, 3⋯
m, so Vaij is called i as primitive and j as dimension primi-
tive. When the value of Vaij is empty, the object Ui has no
data relationship of corresponding characteristic Oj.
HBase is a storage system which is distributed and

column-oriented and is suitable for unstructured data
storage and can provide algorithm of real-time writing,
reading, and random access [13, 14]. The storage system
of HBase is column-oriented in table form, and it aromat-
ically divides the tables into rows and columns. Every re-
gion contains a subset of all rows of tables, which is
identified by Timestamp. The master nodes are respon-
sible for guiding and coordinating multiple region servers
and responding to the clients’ requests for reading and
writing.

Fig. 1 Memcached architecture
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3.4 Primitive HBase database storage
As for the technology of Primitive HBase data storage
specific optimization, data sharing and data distribution are
the two ordinary optimization strategies. This paper
chooses the latter, because although data sharing unifies the
manage storage of all types of data and solves the conges-
tion problem when a single queue is used to accept data, it
neglects the different patterns among the multi-source data
thus will impede the efficiency of inputting and data stream
query. Whereas data distribution optimization is used, con-
sistent hashing algorithm can conquer the monotony of the
traditional Hash data distribution algorithms, and then
solve the problem of the high load of data server [15, 16].
Meanwhile, proceeding from the actual demand of the de-
ployment of data communication software, the adoption of
writing parallel data based on the multi-threading technol-
ogy can better solve the problem of delay processing of data
communication.
HBase stores data in table form, which consists of rows

and columns. Each column belongs to a specific series of
columns—identified by rows and columns in the table as
elements, the storage unit of each element is used to save
multiple versions of the same data, identified by a

timestamp. Table 1 illustrates the network www.cnn.com
data storage logical view.
In addition to the logical storage model, Table 2 shows

the physical storage model of HBase. HBase physical model
is stored in the column of sparse matrix row/column, and
it is actually a line integral of the conceptual model and
stored in accordance with the column.

4 Wireless network data real-time storage model
The multi-source, heterogeneous, massive and high-
speed data storage structure is designed for data ac-
cess preprocessing area, the function of which is to
integrate and normalize data operations in order to
ensure the data is integrated, effective and able to
meet the buffer to queue; Data buffers (which main-
tain different types of data objects in real-time pro-
cessing to improve the speed of the writing data
batch); Data scheduling write area (whose function is

Fig. 2 Hadoop architecture

Table 1 The logic view of data storage

Line
keyword

Time
stamp

Contents Anchor Mime

com.cnn.www T9 "Anchor:cnnsi.com"
"CNN"

T8 "Anchor:my.look.ca"
"CNN.com"

T6 "<html>…" "text/html"

T5 "<html>…"

T3 "<html>…"
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to receive fragmented data based on multi-threading
technology, and use parallel write method to store
data); Data storage area (whose function is to send
massive data organization and distribute the informa-
tion stored in the database based on the distributed
storage write area of the HBase database. The HBase
cluster logical isolated storage provides different
rights for different users with different types of data).
The structure is shown in Fig. 3.

4.1 Multiple data storage buffer
The structure of multi-source buffer is shown in Fig. 4. The
pre-processing area will be accessible after the multi-source
data conversion queue transferred to the buffer zone
through the hash method. In order to improve the rate of
data transmission after partitioning, the queue of data is
stored in a linked list structure. There are three queues in
each buffer area waiting for data splitting. The organization
of the data partition is shown in Fig. 5.
Faced with nearly one million high-speed data per sec-

ond, the system’s write buffer speed is set to 6 MB of
space. The completion of the queue after the completion
of the window threshold call HBase multi-threaded write
method to send data to the buffer, which allows the client
to call request execution through remote procedure, and
the data will be sent to the server for permanent storage.

4.2 Filters and coprocessors
Users can filter data on specific storage cells in multiple
dimensions (rows, columns, data versions) in HBase,

Table 2 The physical storage form of data

Line keyword Time stamp Contents

com.cnn.www T5 "<html>…"

T4 "<html>…"

T3 "<html>…"

com.cnn.www T8 "Anchor:cnnsi.com""CNN"

T7 "Anchor:my.look.ca""CNN.com"

com.cnn.www T6 "text/html"

Fig. 3 Real-time system structure
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significantly improving the efficiency of retrieving data
from the table. When transmitting large amounts of
data, HBase provides the Endpoint coprocessor that
deals with the distribution of complex code to the vari-
ous servers (Region Server) to perform computational
tasks, and then return the results to the client. Com-
pared with the method of retrieving data from the data
server, this method has the advantages of reducing the
pressure of network transmission and client computing,
and improving the efficiency of processing. This process
is shown in Fig. 6.

5 HBase cluster configuration
First, in consideration of the performance conditions
such as compression ratio, compression rate, and de-
compression rate, we expect to balance the I/O and
CPU and select Snappy algorithm when cluster configur-
ation is in compressed mode. Second, in order to reduce
the buffer on the server, the client memory consumption
and the number of RPC connections, it will be set by
HTable client (Write buffer Size) to reduce the frequent
communication with HBase and frequent I/O. Third,
based on the consistency maintenance function, if the

Fig. 4 Multi-source buffer structure

Fig. 5 Data organization structure
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amount of data returned from the server side is too massive
or the data to be accessed is not in the cache, the calcula-
tion time increases, which will result in an error in the lease
time. Therefore, the cluster configuration will adjust the
parameter time (HBase.rpc.timeout). Finally, the server-side
read each time the number of remote calls (scan.caching)
settings will be adjusted. Too little adjustment will reduce
the access efficiency, and too much will cause the memory
to be occupied to reduce the access rate.

5.1 The system stores flow
When data access to the data pre-processing area, different
types of source data are set up with a unique mark that dis-
cards incomplete data objects, non-standard data object
marks, or formatted standardized operations, to ensure
complete and efficient transfer of data to the buffer for
queue partitioning. The multi-data buffer receives the

preprocessed data to initialize the queue of the stored data,
calculates the received data according to the timestamp at-
tribute, and sends the data to the corresponding queue for
temporary story. When the number of the buffer data
reaches the threshold, the system will call the data write ac-
cording to the pre-partitioning strategy, store the data ob-
jects in the corresponding database server, and update the
count record table in the HBase cluster database at the
same time. This process is shown in Fig. 7.

5.2 System storage algorithm implementation
The program execution initializes the data queue, accord-
ing to the time attribute of the message to its hash calcula-
tion, and then compares the data size and write threshold
on the basis of the hash value sent to the corresponding
data queue. The HBase database will be started only if the
data size is larger than the threshold or the receiving time

Fig. 6 The coprocessor transfer the process

Fig. 7 The system stores the flow
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is more than 1 s. The number of records based on the ori-
ginal write count is now the total number of records in
the table.

5.3 Dynamic updating of HBase cluster nodes
When the amount of user data increases, the exist-
ing cluster database cannot meet the users’ demands
for space and performance, or when the system lost

a lot of historical value of the application data, the
server costs need to be reduced. If we manually
modify the Hadoop and HBase file configuration, it
is not only a waste of time and manpower, but also
has high error rate in the process of modifying the
configuration, so we use shell scripts in the form of
cluster nodes for dynamic updating. This process is
shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 HBase cluster node dynamic update process

Fig. 9 The comparison of number of sensors and the writing time
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6 Performance analysis
Considering that most operations are writing and
inquiry in the actual practice, the optimization of re-
action time in this paper is based on the main per-
formance analysis of the HBase data storage. HBase is
a column-oriented database, and the applying column
is the primary key. In addition, column alignment ac-
cording to the dictionary sequence and the index is
built according to B+ tree on the data column. There-
fore, the time complexity of data writing queries is
logN. When the query accesses, the client-side will
first visit the major nodes, and then the write and
read requests of the client will be responded through

the guidance of major nodes and the coordination of
area servers. Therefore, the time of inquired access is
composed by the major nodes time Tmaster, the guid-
ance of major nodes, and the coordination of regional
server time TArea Server. Set the number of inquiry
data as i column, the number of regional servers as
m coordinated by the major nodes, the data stored
in each regional server as j column, the length of
major nodes’ content as i/j, the length of saved data
in regional servers as i/(j *m), and the total time
is TTotal. Thus, the data access time is obviously
shortened after optimizing through primitive HBase
data storage.

Fig. 10 The comparison of number of sensors and the read time

Fig. 11 Delay test simulation
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TTotal ¼ Tmaster þ TAreaServer

¼ log
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To verify the efficiency of storage, query, and extensi-
bility of HB, we use 300 sensor nodes, which are single
and configured of five node for the cluster to write and
read time. Figure 9 shows a single cluster, and its rela-
tion with the sensor nodes is write time. As can be seen
from the figure, the cluster write time is significantly
shorter than the single write time, so it is of high effi-
ciency. Figure 10 shows a single cluster, and its relation
with the number of sensor nodes is access time. It can
be seen from the figure that with the increase in the
number of sensors, the cluster read time is significantly
shorter than the single load time, so it has the property
of efficient reading.
The design of the real-time storage method is based

on Oracle data storage, and the data storage test is car-
ried out separately. In the system designed in this paper,
single-thread and multi-thread writing are used for the
operation inside the data writing area. The specific set-
tings are as follows: Write client buffer width and set the
value to 6 M, the buffer size is 2, 4, 6, and 8 and the unit
is MB, the data transmission rate is 1K, 2K, 3K … 30K
and the unit is bar per second, the window time thresh-
old is set to 2 s.
As shown in Fig. 11, the Oracle’s streaming data as the

distributed real-time storage method, when the data
transmission rate is 12,000 per second, the stored data
delay and the delay time increase constantly with the in-
crease of data transmission rate. When the system uses
single-threaded test, the delay point is 25,000 per sec-
ond, and when using multi-threaded technology, the
database throughput increases significantly, with no
delay at the transmission rate of 55,000 per second.

As shown in Fig. 12, the horizontal axis is the amount
of data sent per second and the vertical axis is the delay
time of the HBase cluster database stores streaming data
in real time.
Throughput efficiency is 25,000 times per second with a

delay, and the delay will be longer as the data transmission
rate increases. Simulated tests with different buffer thresh-
olds are optimal when the threshold is set to 6 MB, and
increasing or decreasing the buffer threshold setting will
increase the memory delay time for real-time data.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, an efficient real-time storage model is de-
signed under the guidance of storage optimization strat-
egy. The real-time flow of data will be quickly stored in
the cluster database which can satisfy the multiple re-
quirements of users for data storage performance. In
addition, the historical stream data stored in the text form
will be migrated to the HBase cluster database in high effi-
ciency and high stability. The paper also discusses that
when the storage space is insufficient or the storage space
of the text system of the cluster is too massive, the effi-
cient and simple dynamic updating of the HBase database
cluster will help optimize the database space usage.
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